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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose of this document
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1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose of this document

North

East

South

West

This DESIGN & ACCESS STATEMENT has been prepared to support a FULL PLANNING APPLICATION in connection with proposals for a NEW
RETAIL FOODSTORE at Marsh Lane, Hayle in Cornwall.
This statement has been structured in accordance with the guidelines contained within the DCLG circular 01/2006, guidance on changes to the
Development control system ‘’ and also the CABE guidance document ‘’ Design & Access statements, how to write, read and use them ‘’ which provides
best practice guidance to accompany the circular.
Reference has also been made to ‘’ A DESIGN STATEMENT FOR CORNWALL ‘’ published by Cornwall Council.
This statement should be read in conjunction with all submitted application material including the application drawings, retail impact assessment, flood
risk assessment, traffic assessment, ground investigation, ecology and noise reports etc.
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2. Assessment of the Site & its Context
2.1 The Existing Site
2.2 The Surrounding context
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2. Assessment of the Site & its Context
2.1 The Existing Site

Photographic key for the site and its immediate surroundings. NTS
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Analysis diagrams. NTS
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2. Assessment of the Site & its Context
2.1 The Existing Site

1

3

The application site is currently occupied by the Hayle Rugby Football
Club [ 1 & 2 ] and comprises pitches, parking and clubhouse facilities.
Hayle RFC was established in 1877 and had several homes before
settling at this site in 1948, with the present clubhouse being built in
1968. The first Team play in the Cornwall and Devon League, but their
published aspiration [ Hayle RFC web site ] is to seek promotion back
to the Western Counties League.
The clubhouse provides changing and social facilities, with a bar and
function room.

2

4

The Rugby Club sits alongside the main A30 trunk road, which forms
its western boundary, but is effectively screened from this by a
continuous margin of established conifers [ 3 .. View from Nanpusker
Road bridge over the A30 ]

5

The northern boundary, defined by a tall ‘’ ball fence ‘’ is alongside the
access road to the neighbouring West Cornwall Retail Park [ 4 ]

6

There is an established hedgerow and narrow track with overhead
lines alongside, forming the boundary to the east [ 5 .. View north
along track ...] and the southern boundary is a fence and hedge line
with open pasture beyond rising to Nanpusker Road [ 6 ... View north
from Nanpusker Road towards the site ]
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2. Assessment of the Site & its Context
2.1 The Existing Site

7

9

Highway Access into the current Rugby Club site is via the small traffic
island on Marsh Lane which also provides access to the neighbouring
West Cornwall Shopping Park [ 7 ... View looking south from island on
Marsh Lane ]

8

There are also pedestrian linkages with the neighbouring shopping
park [ 8 ... View south towards site ] the footbridge over the A30 [ 9 ...
view south ] and Hayle Town Centre beyond.

10
Pedestrian access along Marsh Lane is limited to a footpath on one
side of the road only between the A30 island and the Hayle Industrial
Park [ 10 and 11 ] There is no continuation of this footpath eastwards
along Marsh Lane towards Angarrack.

11

There is a full Topographical survey available for the site, together with
an Arboricultural survey to identify and classify the existing trees,
which are all peripheral as the site essentially consists of rugby
pitches. See also 3.10 Landscape later in this document. The site
slopes gently upwards towards the south [ 12 ... General view of
pitches looking south ]

12
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2. Assessment of the Site & its Context
2.1 The Existing Site

Highway Access
Is from the major Loggans Moor island on
the A30 and then via Marsh Lane and
ultimately a small traffic island which also
provides access to the adjacent West
Cornwall Shopping park.
Pedestrian Access
There is a footpath along one side of
Marsh Lane between the A30 island and
the Hayle Industrial Park, though this
doesn’t continue along Marsh Lane to the
east.
There are also pedestrian links with the
adjacent WCSP, the footbridge over the
A30 and Hayle Town Center beyond.
There is currently no provision to cross the
A30 or the Loggans Moor traffic island at
grade.
Flood Risk & Drainage
The site is categorized as Flood Zone 1,
low risk. The existing club house drains to
the storm and foul sewers in Marsh Lane
and the pitches incorporate a system of
French drains and herringbone land
drains. See FRA for further information.

Context assessment diagram, illustrating transport and pedestrian connectivity into and out of the site
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2. Assessment of the Site & its Context
2.2 The Surrounding Context

Photographic key for the site and its wider surroundings. NTS
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2. Assessment of the Site & its Context
2.2 The Surrounding Context

13

Just to the north of the rugby club site is the West Cornwall Shopping
Park [ 13 ] as mentioned previously in 2.1.

14

This development opened in September 2006 and is now owned by
British Land / HUT, providing retail accommodation for Marks and
Spencer, Boots, Next and a small Costa Coffee unit.

15

These A1 retail units form a simple L shaped block facing north and
west onto a customer car park [ 15 and 17 ] which provides free
parking for around 200 cars with a 2 hour limit.

16

The materials palette for this development essentially comprises
reconstructed masonry blockwork, curtain walling / shop fronts/
canopies and cladding in cream, silver and grey, with high level brise
soleil [ 14 ] providing a degree of articulation to the active elevations.

17

Delivery areas to the rear, facing east and south, back onto Marsh
Lane and the car park access road [ 16 and 18 ] and are screened by
masonry walls. These are more utilitarian in appearance as dictated by
their function.

18

Highway access is from the small island on Marsh Lane which also
provides the access to the Rugby Club as noted on page 8.

10
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2. Assessment of the Site & its Context
2.2 The Surrounding Context

19

21

23

Further to the north beyond the West Cornwall Shopping Park, on the
opposite side of Marsh Lane [ 19 ] and connected by an uncontrolled
pedestrian link, is a small McDonalds fast food outlet [ 20 ] which
follows their typical corporate branding approach.

Highway Access to McDonald is off Carwin Rise and is shared with the
adjacent Loggans Moor pub and Premier Inn [ 21] This is a two storey,
pitched roof form, incorporating white render and timber cladding, and
utilizing gables to break up the roof line.

More remotely, on the other side of Carwin Rise, is another small two
storey Travelodge hotel, of simple block form with pitched roofs and
cream rendered walls. Pedestrian links along Carwin Rise have
disappeared by this point [ 23 and 24 ].

20

22

24
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2. Assessment of the Site & its Context
2.2 The Surrounding Context

25

27

29

To the east of the rugby club site is the Hayle Industrial Park [ 25 ]
which comprises a number of individual ‘ portal sheds ‘ served by an
internal access road off Marsh Lane.

There are a variety of uses here, but many are occupied by the Motor
Trade providing servicing, repair etc, such as Hawkins Motors ltd [ 26
& 27 ] the ‘’ Nissan Hut ‘’ and Rowes Honda. Other small scale
manufacturing uses are also in evidence such as CTG Windows,
supplying PVCu windows.

Materials and style are fairly typical of a small scale industrial park [ 28
] and there are views of this area [ 29 & 30 ] from Nanpusker Road
which occupies an elevated position to the south east. There is no
pedestrian or vehicle access from Nanpusker Road.

26

28

30

Nanpusker Road runs westwards back towards Hayle via a road
bridge over the A30 and also extends eastwards to the village of
Angarrack.

12
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2. Assessment of the Site & its Context
2.2 The Surrounding Context

31

33

35

Angarrack lies approximately 0.5 miles to the east of the rugby club
site [ 31 ] and is a small village [ 32 ] situated in a narrow valley
through which the Angarrack river flows, before joining the Hayle River
at Loggans.
Due to the setting of the village in this valley and the intervening
topography there are no long views of the rugby club site from the
village itself.
As noted within the section on The Existing Site the main A30 trunk
road forms the western boundary with the Rugby Club site, and is a
dual carriageway connecting Exeter 100 miles or so to the east with
Penzance around 7 miles to the west.
The highway corridor is heavily screened by mature landscape [ 33 &
34 ] and tree planting on both sides, and is spanned by a pedestrian
footbridge connecting the West Cornwall Retail Park with the truncated
portion of Marsh Lane to the west of the A30. There are elevated
views of the site from the footbridge itself [ 35 ]

32

34

36

The Loggans Moor Roundabout is just to the north of the footbridge
and provides highway access to the Rugby Club site via Marsh Lane.
There are oblique views of the Rugby Club site from the vicinity of the
roundabout and from the A30 beneath the bridge at eye level [ 36 ]
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2. Assessment of the Site & its Context
2.2 The Surrounding Context

37

39

Beyond the A30 to the west sits a predominantly residential area
forming the urban edge of Hayle [ 37 ] connected by the footbridge as
previously noted [ 38 ... from the footbridge looking down into Marsh
Lane on the west of the A30 ]

The nearest properties here are predominantly single storey
bungalows [ 39 ... Phil Gray Close ] but also including a mix of two
storey houses [ 40 ... Chy Cober ]

38

40

White render is the predominant finish in this area though other
materials such as stone and timber cladding [ 41 ... House on
Guildford Road ] also feature.

41

Due to the established landscape and tree planting along the Highway
margins, both the A30 itself and the site are totally screened from the
nearest residential areas [ see photo’s 39 & 40 which are both looking
towards the A30 ]

42
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2. Assessment of the Site & its Context
2.2 The Surrounding Context

43

45

Hayle Town Centre lies to the west of the Rugby Club site and is
divided into two distinct districts, Copperhouse and Foundry, both of
these names reflecting Hayles’ industrial heritage.
Copperhouse is the nearer of these Town Centre districts [ 43 ] and
considered to be the more important retail centre in Hayle.
A Co-op supermarket now stands on the site of the old dock alongside
Copperhouse Pool [ 44 ] and is a fairly plain building simply formed
from white rendered walls and pitched slate roofs.

44

46

Still visible on Market Court is part of the old St Georges Hall [ 45 ]
though the Terracotta façade is thought to be early twentieth century.
The Cornubia Tavern [ 46 ] dating from 1867 sits on Fore street
alongside small traditional shop units [ 46 & 47 ] with some shop fronts
dating from the 19th century.

47

Back towards the A30 and the Rugby Club site is more recent retail
development in the form of a LIDL supermarket, again in plain white
render and tiled pitched roof.

48
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3. Design Proposals
3.1 The Consultation Process

PPS 1 advises that pre-application discussions are critically important and benefit both developers
and local planning authorities in ensuring a better mutual understanding of objectives and constraints
that exist, and that applicants and local authorities should take a positive attitude towards early
engagement in pre-application discussions.
Public Engagement & Consultation
The engagement and consultation process has given ASDA a valuable insight into local views and
provides a clear demonstration of local support for an ASDA foodstore on this site in Hayle.
Public and local stakeholder engagement and consultation activity took place between January 2010
and September 2010. Throughout the engagement and consultation process ASDA sought to engage
with a wide range of local stakeholders likely to have an interest in, or be affected by, the proposal
including residents, local businesses and local representatives.
ASDA's two day public exhibition was held jointly with Hayle RFC in January 2010 at the Passmore
Edwards Institute in Hayle with two VIP preview evenings for local councillors and the Hayle Chamber
of Commerce. The public exhibition and preview evenings offered a chance for members of the local
community and their representatives to engage directly with the ASDA and Hayle RFC teams and
discuss both proposals. The exhibition was publicised widely and during the course of the two days it
is estimated that around 400 members of the public visited. Display boards from the public exhibition
can be seen overleaf. Formal feedback via cards distributed at the exhibition indicated strong support
for the proposal with 96% of those that commented in favour of the new store.
In late March 2010 a poll of local residents was conducted by Populus on behalf of ASDA and Hayle
RFC to investigate fully the views of the community towards supermarkets in Hayle. Populus
interviewed by telephone a random sample of 1,003 residents, the results of which indicated a clear
preference for ASDA to open a store in Hayle.
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3. Design Proposals
3.1 The Consultation Process

In April 2010, given the village's proximity to the proposed new store, ASDA and Hayle RFC held a
dedicated Angarrack Q & A drop in session in the Angarrack Community Hall. Around 100 residents
attended the session and a wide range of issues were discussed. Concerns raised at this session have
directly informed some of the highways improvements and traffic management measures proposed in
this planning application.
Throughout the public engagement and consultation process ASDA has endeavoured to keep local
stakeholders informed of the progress of the proposal:
•via letter and meetings with stakeholders;
•via a website www.asdahayle.co.uk;
•via the local media using press releases;
•and by responding directly to enquiries.
Effective engagement and consultation is an ongoing process that does not stop with the submission
of a planning application. ASDA is committed to continuing its dialogue with the Hayle community and
will be meeting with all interested parties to present the final proposal in September and October.
Consultation With Cornwall Council & Highway Consultations
Formal discussions have also taken place with Cornwall Council planning officers and the Highways
Authority throughout the process of developing the scheme. These discussions, together with
comments made by local residents and other stakeholders have both directed and informed the
changes made to the proposal between ASDA's public exhibition in January 2010 and this planning
application.
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3. Design Proposals
3.1 The Consultation Process

Display boards used at ASDA’s public exhibition in January 2010.
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3. Design Proposals
3.2 Use

THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT will comprise a new retail store for
ASDA, together with associated parking, delivery yard and petrol filling
station.
The use of the site therefore would fall within CLASS A1 of the use
classes order 2005.
The retail use will comprise the sale of convenience and comparison
goods from the main store and the sale of fuel from the petrol station.
The use of other areas of the site, for example car parking and service
yard, will be ancillary to the primary retail use and thus also fall within
class A1.
THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT will also encompass a number of
small light industrial starter units, together with associated parking and
delivery access.
The use of this portion of the site will therefore fall within CLASS B1 of
the use classes order 2005.

20
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3. Design Proposals
3.3 Amount of Development

PLANNING CONSENT is sought for a new
retail store consisting of the following …

•

Ground floor store and warehouse areas
... Approx’ 4,575 sq m

•

First floor areas ... Approx’ 801 sq m

•

Home shopping ... Approx’ 155 sq m

•

Nett sales ... Approx’ 2,787 sq m.

•

Car Parking … 381 gross car parking
spaces, comprising…
344 standard spaces
19 wheelchair access
spaces
18 parent & child spaces

The Asda site layout as proposed. NTS
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3. Design Proposals
3.3 Amount of Development

PLANNING CONSENT is also sought for a number of small light
industrial units consisting of the following …

•
.

Total gross areas of all units ... Approx’ 1,573 sq m

•

Car Parking … 61 gross car parking spaces, comprising…
52 standard spaces
9 wheelchair access spaces

The Light Industrial site layout as proposed. NTS
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3. Design Proposals
3.4 Layout

The overall site layout as proposed. NTS
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3. Design Proposals
3.4 Layout

The opportunity has also been taken to remove
a limited amount of existing conifer screening
along the A30 boundary to provide a glancing
view of the store from this principal highway [ 3 ]
Active frontage is reinforced here by
incorporation of the customer restaurant on this
gable. There are no long views of the site from
the residential areas to the west due to the
established screening of the A30 corridor.
On the pedestrian approach from the West
Cornwall Retail Park [ 2 ] and principle access
point from Marsh Lane [ 1 ] the store entrance is
clearly legible within the active front elevation of
the store.
While there are some secondary views from
Nanpusker Road to the south, there is no site
access from here and this is a lightly used road
with no footways.

Diagram illustrating the principle views into the site and key ‘active frontages’. NTS
There are a number of factors and constraints which have influenced the layout of these
proposals, some of which have been touched upon already and others are amplified in
later sections such as ‘’Access’’ and ‘’Landscape’’.

Building Siting ... The ASDA Store
The store siting as proposed by this application takes advantage of the key views as
identified above and seeks to present active elevations to these viewpoints.
Design & Access Statement – New Retail Food Store, Hayle, Cornwall. Reference: AAR4807. September 2010

Parking search and flow patterns will provide
low levels of traffic along the aisle immediately
alongside the car park store entrance, where
pedestrian movements are greatest, as access
and egress is introduced at the bottom (north)
end of the car park, allowing customers to filter
along aisles at 90 degrees to the store.
The Petrol Filling Station, sited in the northern
site is essentially first in flow allowing customers
to access either on the way into or out of the car
park. The petrol station does not impede the key
views of the store.
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3. Design Proposals
3.4 Layout

The Servicing Area, is located to the rear south western corner of
the store, and screened both by the mass of the store itself and
the established landscape margins to the A30.
Delivery heavy goods vehicles (HGV’s) will offload directly into
the internal marshalling area of the warehouse via sealed docks
which will screen noise nuisance, and similarly, M&E plant
installations for the store itself are located in one dedicated plant
area on the rear elevation, being acoustically and visually
screened.

Building siting ...The Light Industrial Units
The light industrial starter units are located to the south of the
proposed ASDA store to best take advantage of the greater
degree of physical screening this end of the site offers from the
A30, but also from the south and Nanpusker Road and indeed,
from the main customer access off the existing roundabout on
Marsh Lane.
The siting and orientation of these units presents semi-active
elevations into this part of the site itself, which can be appreciated
from the site entry point off the internal servicing road which is
parallel to the eastern site boundary.
Diagram illustrating the principle access into the site. NTS
Pedestrian linkages are clearly vitally important in connecting both into the site and
around it.
A direct footpath connection is proposed both into the adjacent West Cornwall
Shopping Park and the pedestrian footbridge over the A30. Proposed improvements to
the Loggans Moor roundabout will also deliver light controlled at grade crossings.
Pedestrian linkages are also provided from the new bus stop and through the car park
to the store entrance.
For more detail refer to 3.7 ‘’ Access ‘’ later in this document.

As with the store portion of the site, there are no long views of the
light industrial site from the residential areas to the west due to
the established screening of the A30 corridor.
The proposed units follow the general rhythm of the adjacent
established industrial development along this southern edge.

25
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3. Design Proposals
3.4 Layout

Alternate Siting
Siting Option 1
• Poor relationship between front of store and West Cornwall
Shopping Park (no active elevation possible or store entrance).
• Poor relationship between service yard and sole site access point
(off Marsh Lane).
• No legibility of store entrance from pedestrian connections.
• Blank uninteresting store elevation to west along pedestrian
connection from footbridge (no active elevation possible due to
usability).

Siting Option 1

Siting Option 2

Siting Option 2
• Poor relationship between front of store and West Cornwall
Shopping Park / principal pedestrian access routes (significant
physical distance for pedestrians).
• Service yard proximity to Nanpusker Lane road bridge (over A30)
might be visually problematic.
• Potentially poor principal views into site from access point off Marsh
Lane roundabout, due to light industrial site location in the northern
portion.
• Site rises significantly at the southern end of the site to require
potentially considerable cutting into the site / retaining walls.
Siting Option 3
• Poor relationship between front of store and West Cornwall
Shopping Park (no active elevation possible or store entrance).
• No legibility of store entrance from pedestrian connections.
• Blank uninteresting store and light industrial unit elevations to west
along pedestrian connection from footbridge (no active elevation
possible due to usability).

Siting Option 3

Siting Option 4 (as proposed)

Siting Option 4
• Illustrates the “application siting“ as described by these proposals,
which essentially avoids most of the disadvantages noted above.

26
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3. Design Proposals
3.5 Scale

Lateral massing section through the proposed store site (east to west). NTS
The Topography of the site and how the proposed store will relate to it have been described earlier under “ Layout “. In this section we’ll look at how
the scale of the proposals relate to the surrounding environment

Building Scale ... The ASDA Store
As noted in section 2 ‘’ Assessment ‘’, the existing urban form to the north is of typical retail park scale, and to the east are slightly smaller sized
industrial units. Smaller scale and finer grain residential development lies to the west but is divorced from the site by the A30 and heavily screened
by a deep band of existing mature landscape.
The primary store elevation facing West Cornwall Shopping Park respects this scale, being essentially similar in height and perceived frontage,
however the lowest point of the store to the western gable has been designed to ‘step down’ to respect the A30 corridor and provide a secondary
active frontage to allow glancing ‘interesting’ views into the site from the highway, though will not be seen from the residential properties opposite.
The high point of the store roof is at the rear where Warehouse spatial planning demands a greater clear height for installation of space efficient
high bay racking. This southern elevation currently faces open countryside where there is no built context and views are generally screened by the
landscape, however this elevation will, as proposed, face the light industrial units (see next page) which will partially screen from any glancing views
.

Design & Access Statement – New Retail Food Store, Hayle, Cornwall. Reference: AAR4807. September 2010
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3. Design Proposals
3.5 Scale

Longitudinal massing section through the proposed light industrial units and store site (south to north). NTS

Building Scale ... The Light Industrial Units
As noted in section 2 ‘’ Assessment ‘’, and also on the previous page, the existing urban form immediately to the north is currently open playing
fields / rugby pitch and beyond, typical retail park scale. To the east are freestanding industrial units. Much smaller scale residential lies to the west
but is heavily screened by a deep band of existing mature landscape beyond the A30.
There are two primary industrial unit elevations facing north toward the rear of the proposed Asda store and east onto Hayle Industrial Park and the
proposed industrial units respect both the current built scale and the proposed store scale well, being similar in height (as the diagrammatic massing
section above demonstrates).
The highest point of the light industrial unit’s roofscape is at the rear of the site. This southern elevation currently backs onto dense existing tree
screening and additionally a row of established conifer trees on the boundary and open countryside beyond. There is no built context and views are
largely screened by the landscape from Nanpusker Road, despite being physically higher and looking ‘down’ into the site.
There is essentially no visual massing relationship with the units and the residential properties opposite the A30, due to established tree screening.

Design & Access Statement – New Retail Food Store, Hayle, Cornwall. Reference: AAR4807. September 2010
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3. Design Proposals
3.6 Appearance

Perspective 1

Perspective 2
Typically, proposed development will take some cognizance in terms of
character, form and design from surrounding areas.
The immediate surroundings to the site and the wider areas have been
examined earlier in sections 2.1 and 2.2 and it can be seen there is a mixed
precedent here of, on the one hand clad ‘’industrial sheds’’ and more modern
retail development, and on the other hand a green “ farmland “ backdrop

Appearance ... The ASDA Store

Perspective 1

The goal for ASDA is to provide a bright modern building, with crisp clean lines
utilizing good quality, sustainable, low maintenance materials which sit
comfortably within its surrounding environment, which the application proposals
will fulfil, while sympathetically addressing the building’s context.

29
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3. Design Proposals
3.6 Appearance

The front (north) elevation of the store addresses the customer car park,
and beyond, the West Cornwall Shopping Park, and is substantially glazed
beneath articulated canopies to provide active views into the store and
legibility to the entrance located mid-way along. All non glazed areas utilize
a mixture of vertical and horizontally laid timber cladding with stone plinths
and cheeks, to respect the essentially ‘’ green ‘’ setting of the store..
Entrance legibility is provided by a green coloured metal ‘goalpost tower’,
beneath a visually strong galvanised canopy facia.
The gable (west) elevation facing the A30 is also extensively glazed to
provide views into the customer café, and timber cladding utilized to soften
the store visually. Beyond the café, white cladding is proposed , however
this part of the elevation is extensively screened by mature trees along the
boundary.
The gable (east) elevation is nearly fully timber clad and utilises opaque
high level light transmissive cladding panels and this elevation will be
substantially higher quality than the Hayle Industrial Park to the east, which
it faces.
The rear (south) elevation is extensively screened by the light industrial
units which are proposed to the south, thus rendering these elevations
suitable for more practical white flat panel cladding.
The roof is grey finish standing seam construction with roof lights to
provide natural lighting into the store, however the walls have been
designed to provide a parapet to screen the roof as viewed from the
ground.

Elevations to the ASDA store set within their context

Refer to the full size versions of these elevations which form part of the
application package.

Design & Access Statement – New Retail Food Store, Hayle, Cornwall. Reference: AAR4807. September 2010
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3. Design Proposals
3.6 Appearance

Appearance ... The Light Industrial Units
The materials pallet for these B1 units is in keeping with the
proposed ASDA store just to the north to lend coherence to the
design proposals for the site as a whole.

Illustrative perspectives of the light industrial ‘B1’ units

Elevations to the light industrial ‘B1’ units at the rear of the ‘residual site’

The front (north & east) elevations of the light industrial units
address the shared car park, and beyond, the rear elevation of the
proposed Asda store (see previous page for the Asda store’s
appearance), and are practical flat panel cladding above grey
blockwork plinths with a number of glazed areas to individual unit
visitor entrances to provide a small number of active views into the
buildings and some degree of legibility to the entrances. Vertical
timber cheeks have been introduced to the corners to provide some
visual relief and to sit well with the Asda store beyond.
The rear (south & west) elevations are essentially completely
screened by established conifer tree screening (refer to diagram
within section 3.5 Scale), so a practical and efficient solution of
white flat panel cladding is proposed to the non sensitive
elevations.
The roof is grey finish standing seam construction, and the varied
roofscape has been designed to provide some articulation, and an
element of differentiation to the individual units.

Elevations to the light industrial ‘B1’ units at the front of the ‘residual site’

Refer to the full size versions of these elevations which form part of
the application package.
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3. Design Proposals
3.7 Access

This section on Access should
be read in conjunction with the
Transport Assessment produced
by HYDROCK Byways and
Highways for a full explanation
and justification of the Highway
proposals.

Vehicle & Transport Links
Highway Access
The existing Marsh Lane
roundabout will be remodelled to
provide additional capacity and
Marsh Lane itself will also be
widened as it approaches the
site.
Significant improvements are
also planned for the A30
Loggans Moor roundabout by
conversion to a ‘’ Throughabout ‘’
in conjunction with new MOVA
signalization control systems.
Cycle Access
At grade pedestrian / cycle links
will form part of the Loggans
Moor ‘’ Throughabout ‘’
proposals to link with the existing
cycle network.
The site’s access arrangements as proposed
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Cycle Parking
Covered cycle stands will be provided both for ASDA colleagues [ staff ] in the form of a cycle shelter
adjacent the colleagues / visitor entrance, and for customers beneath the canopy on the front elevation
of the store. The store will operate a Travel Plan which will encourage Colleagues to travel to work by
either walking, cycling, utilizing public transport or car sharing.
ASDA are actively promoting a ‘’ cycle to work ‘’ initiative for their colleagues and 10 cycle stands
providing secure parking for 20 cycles will be provided via a cycle shelter as noted above. Shower
facilities will be provided within the colleagues changing areas to help promote this initiative.
Public Transport
It is proposed to provide a new bus stop just within the site, between the new internal roundabout and
the modified existing island on Marsh Lane. This will facilitate the provision of a free shoppers bus
which will operate between Hayle Town Centre and the ASDA store.

Pedestrian Links
Strong , defined pedestrian links are proposed within the site connecting the store entrance with the
proposed bus stop, through the main body of the car park, and also with the adjacent West Cornwall
Retail Park. Legibility will be reinforced at this point by the introduction of a small ‘’lychgate ‘’ canopy at
the north western boundary corner (see next page for details).
The proposed Light Industrial units connect with these linkages via a footpath alongside the access
road.
Wider linkage between both the site and this area in general, with the Town Centre, will be improved
considerably by the introduction of at grade light controlled pedestrian crossings as part of the
Highway Improvements to the Loggans Moor Roundabout.
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Illustrative elevation of the proposed ‘lychgate’ canopy feature. NTS

Illustrative plan (north west site corner). NTS

Pedestrian Links ... The ‘lychgate’ pedestrian site entry canopy
In order to provide good clear legibility to the pedestrian link between the ASDA store and the West Cornwall Shopping Park
it is proposed to provide a simple ‘lychgate’ at the connection point between the two developments.
This will be simply constructed from galvanized steel posts and fascias, with a shallow standing seam roof behind, and
feature ‘open frame’ vertical timber cladding upon which signage will be added to the ‘entry facing’ elevation. These materials
will mimic the ASDA store materials palette and provide some visual continuity at the pedestrian entrance to the site.
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Inclusive Access
Wheelchair Access parking
This provision will be in accordance with BS 8300 and these wheelchair access spaces will be
provided both to the B1 units and adjacent the ASDA store entrance, with direct access to the
pedestrian apron in front of the store.

Parent & Child parking
These dedicated spaces are wider than standard and will be provided alongside the pedestrian
walkway through the car park of the ASDA store, in close proximity to the store entrance.

Easy Gradients & Flush Kerbs
The use of flush kerbs and easy gradients within the car parking areas will mean that wheelchairs,
shopping trolleys and push chairs will be able to circulate easily. Car park gradients are typically 1:60
which is practically as shallow as it’s possible to go without the risk of ponding. Pedestrian circulation
areas and routes are defined by bollards which defend the pedestrian realm against intrusion from
cars whilst maintaining permeability for all other users.

Within the store
Everything that can be expected to promote inclusive access and to comply with part M of the Building
Regulations and the Disability Discrimination Act will be found, including provisions such as flush
thresholds, wheelchair capacity lifts, wheelchair access toilets, baby change facilities and motorized
scooters for use by impaired mobility etc.
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3.8 Designing Out Crime

PPS 1 notes that ‘’ Planning Authorities key objectives should include ensuring that developers create
safe and accessible environments where crime and disorder, or fear of crime does not undermine
quality of life or community adhesion ‘’
In developing proposals for this application we have been mindful of some of the fundamental
principles involved in creating ‘’ safer places ‘’.
Natural surveillance ... The ASDA Store
Natural surveillance is recognized as an important factor in combating crime. ASDA stores are
inherently busy places at all times with plenty of customers, colleagues [ ASDA staff ] and security
staff being active in most of the internal and external areas most of the time.
The customer entrance is associated with a high degree of glazing which will give good views into and
out of the store and lobby areas and provide good overlooking.
The surface car park and external public spaces are generally open and provide good uninterrupted
sight lines with clearly defined through routes and circulation.
Natural Surveillance ... The Light Industrial Units
Similar principles apply here, with the units all facing a shared space with good overlooking.
Lighting
People clearly feel safer in well lit areas with no ‘’ dark corners ‘’. The proposed lighting levels for the
surface car park areas will achieve around 30 lux average, providing a good level of artificial lighting.
Lighting installations will provide high colour recognition while controlling light pollution.
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3.8 Designing Out Crime

CCTV
Good levels of natural surveillance and overlooking are supplemented by a CCTV installation which is
directly monitored within the store. Cover is both internal and external and particular attention will be
paid to sensitive areas such as the ATM’s and service yard.
General security considerations
A number of considerations have been taken into account as the design has progressed and some of
these can be outlined as follows....
•

In order to provide minimum travel distance and exposure to security personnel servicing the
ATM’s or picking up cash from the cash office transfer hatch, a dedicated pull in lay by has been
located as close as feasible to both of these.

•

Both the cash office collection hatch and the ATM’s are located near the store entrance from the
car park where both good levels of natural and CCTV surveillance can be provided.

•

Customer cycle stands are located directly in front of the glazing behind the checkouts where
good natural surveillance is available from within the store.

•

The car park has been designed with PARK MARK accreditation in mind to ‘’ achieve an
effective combination of active management procedures and commensurate security measures ‘’
as outlined by the assessment guidelines. ASDA have advised that they intend to apply for the
PARK MARK award.

•

The service yard is a potentially vulnerable area, but this is enclosed with 3m high security
fencing and the access gates are kept closed at all times except when delivery vehicles are
either entering or leaving.
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3.9 Sustainability

Asda has always been sustainable; it's just that we didn't apply that label to our work in the past. Our
sustainability programme, ‘Sustainability 360‘ not only focuses on our operations and products, but
also on helping our colleagues, customers and the communities in which we operate to become more
sustainable.
In order to fulfil the ambition of Sustainability 360 we are constantly investing in improving our
performance – reducing energy use, eliminating waste and engaging our colleagues and customers.
Since 2005 we have consistently achieved our targets early and have now set even more ambitious
goals to be met by 2015:
Since 2005 we have:

By 2015 we will:

Reduced carbon emissions across
our estate by 20%

Reduce our carbon emissions by
35% from our 2005 baseline

Achieved a 42% reduction in carbon
emissions from our new store model

Build new stores that emit 60% less
carbon than the new stores in 2005

Reduced transport emissions by 40%
- an industry leading figure

Reduce transport emissions by 60%

Diverted 75% of our operational
waste away from landfill

Divert 100% of our operational waste
from landfill

Reduced water usage in our
buildings by 5%

Reduce water usage in our buildings
by 30%

The proposed Asda store in Hayle is designed to meet our high sustainability standards – reducing the
impact it has on the environment throughout the lifetime of the store. This statement will outline our
approach to sustainability across our estate and provide detail of the development of our proposed
store in Hayle
Operating Sustainably
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Asda stores are always at the heart of the communities they serve. Our track record in retail-led
regeneration projects demonstrates how we positively contribute to creating sustainable communities;
providing employment, putting public consultation first, building sustainable stores and playing an
active role in the life of local communities.
With a Community Colleague in every store we play an active role in supporting both local and
national charities. The Asda Foundation, established in 1988, helps fund local projects that have the
direct support and involvement of our colleagues. Nationally we support BBC Children in Need, the
baby charity Tommy’s and breast cancer charities through our Tickled Pink campaign, last year
raising over £8m for local and national charities.
Employment
Creating employment is a vital part of building sustainable communities and ASDA always aims to
recruit colleagues locally. We are proud to have the highest colleague retention rates and lowest
absentee rates in the supermarket sector and were named ‘Innovative Employer’ of the Year at the
prestigious Oracle Retail Week awards in March 2009. Our commitment to developing talent is
demonstrated by the fact that:
- We are regularly voted one of Britain’s top employers
- 3,000 hourly paid colleagues have progressed into managerial roles since 2001
- We work with the Government as part of its Local Employment Partnership helping the long term
unemployed people back into work
- We have an established relationship with Remploy and in 2007 and 2008, we recruited over 200
Remploy candidates each year into long term employment.
The proposed new Asda store in Hayle will create up to 270 jobs in a range of positions, including
part-time and flexible jobs. With a range of benefits, including share ownership scheme, 10%
colleague discount and annual bonus, we are creating local employment within an environment that
offers good pay and benefits and the opportunity for career progression.
Socio Economic & Community
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Community Involvement
At Asda we understand the importance of working in partnership with all stakeholders when developing new stores. We make every
effort to incorporate feedback from local people and the local authority on all aspects of new store proposals prior to submitting planning
applications. We actively:
- Explain our proposals through public exhibitions, focus groups, websites and newsletters
- Listen to feedback
- Consider and reflect on community views
- Where possible, implement suggestions to our proposals
The detailed consultation process at Hayle has allowed us to understand local needs and make the following amendments to our
standard store design, enhancing the development and further meeting local needs.
Improving Local Amenities
The development will facilitate Hayle Rugby Club’s move to a new, modern ground at Carwin Rise, securing the future of the club and of
amateur rugby in the area for the long term.
As part of the new development we will also be investing in the improvement/installation of the following local amenities:
– A free bus service linking Hayle town centre to the Shopping Park and the new store
– Improved connections for pedestrians and cycles crossing the A30 from Hayle
The proposed development at Hayle clearly demonstrates our commitment to the development of sustainable communities. By engaging
stakeholders, building sustainable and energy efficient stores and creating jobs we are working hard to ensure that our developments
are placed at the centre of the communities we work in. The proposed development at Hayle will not only provide employment but also
enhance the local community through the provision of a new highways solution to the A30 Loggans Moor roundabout.

Socio Economic & Community
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In 2009 Asda achieved the Carbon Trust Standard after demonstrating year on year reductions in
carbon emissions over three years from 2006-2008. These reductions have been achieved through
investing over £60m in improving our stores and trialling innovative technologies. This investment has
also allowed us to develop new stores that emit 42% less carbon emissions than the stores we were
building in 2005 – a huge saving that has been independently verified in conjunction with the Carbon
Trust.
The following technologies and systems are the standard specification for all new stores, ensuring that
all of our developments are BREEAM Very Good, and form the basis of our carbon emission
reductions:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Low energy lighting – adjusted to meet daylight levels and occupancy
Roof light panels – reducing the need for electric lighting
Full automatic monitoring & targeting system – providing real time management information
30 sub-meters fitted – over 90% of all energy use covered
‘Energy Dashboard’ system providing real time smart meter information to every store manager
Heat reclaim on all refrigeration units – capturing previously wasted energy
Voltage optimisation units – reducing the demand for grid electricity
Trim heater controls – avoiding unnecessary heating of chilled cabinet doors

‘Asda have achieved some
fantastic carbon reductions
and continue to invest in
reducing
their
emissions
further. The Carbon Trust
looks forward to working with
Asda in the future.’
Tom Delay, Chief Executive,
Carbon Trust

Our commitment to managing our energy use is demonstrated by the fact that every store has a
dedicated energy manager, charged with ensuring the efficient running of all systems. The roll out of
our Energy Dashboard system throughout 2010 is an industry first and ensures that all our stores have
the knowledge they need to manage consumption effectively.
By reducing our demand for energy, managing our use and investing in new technologies we are
delivering market leading buildings that continue to save energy and reduce emissions throughout
their working life.
Delivering Energy Efficient Stores
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The table shows the carbon and energy savings associated
with the technologies that now form the basis of our new
store model.
These measures have delivered a 42% reduction in carbon
emissions and are now incorporated in to all of our new
stores as standard.

Delivering Energy Efficient Stores

Technology

Savings
kWh

Kg/CO2e

1

Dimmable lights to sales floor

200,000

78,000

2

Trim heater controls

132,000

57,000

3

Heat reclaim – refrigeration

108,000

46,300

4

Asda Integrated Management System

93,000

40,000

5

Building Management System

55,000

24,000

6

Ceilings to Colleague Areas

46,667

18,200

7

Cold room lighting controls

44,400

19,100

8

Condensing boiler

36,333

6,903

9

Inverter Driven Air Handling Unit

20,000

7,800

10

BOH lighting & PIR system

16,000

6,900

11

Occupancy control to cold room

10,700

4,600

12

Heat reclaim – air to air

10,500

4,500

13

Reduced cooling allowance

7,300

3,100

14

Variable speed drives on fans

6,000

2,600

15

Tap & flush controls

2,400

1,000

16

Xlerator hand dryers

800

312

17

PIR urinal control

530

230

789,630

320,545

Total
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The design for the new Asda store in Hayle clearly shows our commitment to delivering sustainable
and energy efficient stores.. Not only does it include our standard specification that has achieved a
42% carbon reduction compared to 2005, it also incorporates a range of measures that have been
designed to further reduce the energy use and carbon emissions of the store.
The new store in Hayle includes the following systems that have been designed to fully exploit the
sites characteristics and further limit the demand for energy and reduce carbon emissions:
• Design – Timber cladding, rain water harvesting, Kalwall [ translucent insulated cladding ] and
incorporation of a natural ventilation system.
• Travel – Green travel plan, public transport.
• Bio-diversity – Tree planting, retention of existing established hedgerow along new access road.
The store specification and will achieve a BREEAM Very Good rating. The industry leading energy
management practices that are in place will further ensure that the store continues to perform to a
high standard. The proposed development is an industry leading design that will deliver sustainable
and energy efficient local amenity.

ASDA Hayle Store Design
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At Asda, sustainability is a core part of our business. Through eliminating waste and operating more efficiently we are able to pass on the
savings to our customers. Since 2005 we have consistently reduced the carbon emissions and energy use relating to our operations
through investing in new technology, reducing waste, engaging our colleagues and customers and promoting sustainable products.

The proposed Asda store at Hayle clearly demonstrates our commitment to delivering sustainable developments. The new store will
exceed the current standard specification and achieve a 42% annual saving in carbon emissions over our 2005 store model.

Not only does the store meet our high environmental standards, the development will provide new employment for the local community,
provide much needed investment in local amenities and enhance the local environment.

We are proud at Asda of the role our stores and colleagues play in the communities we work within.

The proposed new development will continue the development of a sustainable community in Hayle.

Sustainability Summary
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3.10 Waste Management
Key Principles
When designing the store ASDA take into consideration the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the cutting of cladding panels
Use standard sizes of materials
Standard detailing/design
Flexibility of design
Pre fabrication of design
Co ordination of services
Recyclable content within model
Designing for i) future expansion (i) dismantling (ii) re-use (another site)

On site when construction work has started the Principal Contractor will ensure that the Site Waste Management targets:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inert/Non-Hazardous Earthworks – zero waste to landfill by re-use on site through cut/fill balance.
Hazardous earthworks waste – any contaminated land that cannot be practically treated on site may need to be disposed to landfill.
Masonry and concrete demolition arisings - will be fully re-used on site e.g. crushed and used as hardcore.
Soft strip demolition arisings will be dealt with by the demolition contractor as part of the SWMP with materials with salvage value will be
sent for treatment off-site accordingly.e.g. plasterboard, timber etc.
Steel will be salvaged by the demolition contractor as part of the SWMP for recycling treatment off-site accordingly
Waste from the construction phase – the principal contractors will be segregated waste on site with the SWMP (from all Asda sites)
being used to set ever increasing targets on a year-on-year basis to improve re-use, recycling and reduction to achieve the corporate
Zero Construction Waste to landfill target by 2010.

If any waste is required to be sent to landfill, it will be sent to a landfill site that is as near to the site as possible to reduce road miles, pollution etc.
The Principal Contractor will ensure the waste is correctly recycled or disposed of responsibly and legally.
When the Principal Contractor is appointed they will update the SWMP and confirm how all the quantity of waste generated from the project will be
measured.
All waste from Asda sites is sent to a waste transfer station to be segregated, as much of this waste will be recycled as possible.
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Key Principles and Strategy
With regard to construction waste it depends on what the site investigation finds in the land as to
what waste types will be disposed of.

As much of the groundwork will be kept on site and re used, if there is any hazardous waste it will be
sent to the appropriate waste disposal facility. Hazardous waste/material on site has to be stored
correctly in secure storage containers/areas.

All construction waste is segregated on site and will try to be recycled or re used where possible.
Waste which cannot be re used or recycled or inert groundwork waste will be sent to landfill. The
landfill sites we choose will be as close to the site as possible to reduce the distance the trucks have
to travel therefore reducing emissions, road miles etc. All construction waste that leaves a site has to
be recorded on a site waste management plan and have waste transfer note to record what has
happened to the waste once it has left site.

We are signed up to WRAP’s Halving Waste to Landfill Target by 2012, this is a construction industry
target and we have requested all our contractors do the same.

Asda’s Waste Target is Destination Zero – we will aim to divert a minimum of 95% of our waste from
landfill in 2010 with the ultimate goal of zero waste to landfill.
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3.11 Landscape

For the purposes of this Design and Access statement the Landscape Proposals will be
described with reference to the particular area of the site.

The Northern Boundary with West Cornwall Shopping Park
The opportunity to increase biodiversity of this former rugby club which primarily consisted of grassed
rugby pitches has been taken by proposing a woodland mix to the northern boundary. This comprises
native species including Hazel, Hawthorn, Holly, Blackthorn, Oak and Dog Rose, and will over time
also screen the view of the petrol filling station.

The Eastern Boundary with Hayle Industrial Park
The existing hedgerow and tree planting to the eastern boundary will be retained and protected to
BS5837:2005 during development to ensure its continued healthy growth.

The Western Boundary with the A30
The majority of the existing mature conifer trees the western boundary will be retained with a limited
amount removed to allow a glancing view of the store from this principle carriageway. A grass and
wildflower mix has been proposed on the site side of these trees to further enhance the biodiversity
and provide new habitat for bees and butterflies.

The Southern Boundary to Nanpusker Road
The existing trees to the western section of this boundary will be retained and new extra heavy
standard native trees planted towards the eastern section to soften views of the light industrial units
from the south. The new tree planting will comprise of Oak, Field Maple and Alder with a woodland mix
understory.
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The Entrance and Principle Access Road
Historically Cornwall had a several notable Oak and Elm trees and the opportunity
has been taken to reintroduce these species into this site in appropriate areas. An
avenue of Oak trees has been planted to the northern edge of the access road to
the car park adjacent to the woodland mix area and an avenue of Elms of a type
that resist Dutch Elm disease have been planted to the west of the entrance road.

The Car Park to the Asda Store
An avenue of ornamental white barked Birch trees has been proposed alongside the
access road to create an attractive entrance to the car park. The trees have been set
within a ‘Griselinia’ hedge which is an attractive evergreen shrub but with light apple
green foliage and is especially suitable for milder climates within the UK.
Acer platanoides ‘Crimson Sentry’ which is an attractive purple foliaged tree has been
proposed to frame views of the entrance to the store and at the termination of the
vista along the central footpath aisle.
Architectural specimen plants suitable for the local climate have been proposed
within areas of ornamental shrub planting to provide visual interest and create an
attractive environment for the users of the car park.

The Light Industrial Units
The same tree, architectural specimen and ornamental shrub species have been
proposed to the car park to the light industrial units to ensure a holistic approach
to the landscape strategy. The two sites are linked via a footpath which is
reinforced by avenue tree planting with an ornamental shrub understory.
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4.1 Conclusions
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4. Conclusions
Summary of Conclusions

This Design & Access Statement has explained in simple and clear language how the assessment, evaluation and
consultation process have helped to shape and influence the design proposals for this new ASDA store.
In very brief summary, the proposed development will…
• have taken account of an extensive consultation exercise both with the local planning authority and the wider
public as outlined by section 3.1 The Consultation Process.
• have taken account of a detailed appraisal of the local area surrounding the site as set out within section 2
Assessment of the Site & its Context.
• deliver safe secure spaces with good levels of lighting, natural surveillance and activity within publicly accessible
areas as addressed by section 3.8 Designing Out Crime.
• look to encourage other non car forms of transport to the store by virtue of improved cycle access, provision of
cycle parking for both customers and ASDA colleagues together with provision of a new bus service and new
bus stop, as outlined by section 3.7 Access.
• cater for people with special needs and provide access for all, as outlined by section 3.7 Access … Inclusive
Access .
• incorporate a robust and sensitive landscape scheme as outlined by section 3.10 Landscape.
• provide design proposals for the site which seek to provide a bright, new, modern and sustainable ASDA store,
which sit well within the current surrounding land use context, as outlined generally within section 3.
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4. Conclusions
References

A noted in section 1 ‘’ Introduction ‘’ we have made reference to the Cornwall Council publication ‘’ A Design
Statement for Cornwall ‘’ in developing these application proposals and have outlined below a few notes in in
relation to extracts from the publication.
Section 3 ... What is good design in Cornwall ?
‘’ Good design is of it’s time, unique and specific ‘’ Good buildings should be ‘’ of their time ‘’ and not an ‘’ aping
pastiche ‘’. We believe we have proposed a good contemporary design solution for the proposals which form this
application.
‘’ Good design is inspired by the context and reinforces the place ‘’ Good design enhances existing places and
reinforces the underlying character of a place. Our con-textual analysis here has revealed the wide diversity of
form, style and materials local to the site. We believe we have reflected this diversity and will enhance the local
character by virtue of the proposals depicted.
‘’ Good design is tailored to the site ‘’ We have illustrated within this statement how we have considered the
potential siting options to arrive at the application proposal with regard to topography, key views and building
orientation etc. We have also utilized the natural screening to the A30 provided by the established conifer belt
and maintained the natural hedgerows around the perimeter of the site.
‘’ Good design is sustainable ‘’ In section 3.9, sustainability, we have explored how the design proposals have
taken advantage of emerging technologies and established best practice. We are promoting non car mode
access by introduction of new bus links, cycle facilities and improved pedestrian links. Re-cycle facilities are
provided by the proposals and waste management strategies during construction and operation are also
outlined. We are looking to include natural ventilation systems and utilize materials of low embodied energy.
‘’ Good design is embraced by local people ‘’ the comprehensive consultation process that has informed this
application is outlined by section 3.1 and the separate statement of community involvement.
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